
MBA APPLICATION ESSAY ADVICE

Business school admissions committees care about more than (just) your GMAT scores and GPA â€”they want to know
who you are and why you belong in their program. Your MBA essays are your best chance to sell the person behind the
rÃ©sumÃ©. Here's a roundup of our best MBA essay tips to.

Check out: Common Mistakes to Avoid in Your MBA Application In an attempt to aid you in the essay
writing process even further, we got feedback directly from the admissions directors of top international MBA
programmes. If they do not guess correctly, you should revisit the essay and adjust the focus until your
proofreaders can easily tell what the essay is supposed to be about. What are your short-term and long-term
goals? They expect their candidates to have moved onto more current, professional achievements. Answer the
Question One of the biggest mistakes that MBA applicants make is not answering the question they are asked.
Needless to say, this was not a story many business schools had heard, which explains why his application was
so well received. Strong sense of ethics; Clear goals. In broad terms, the MBA application essay is your best
opportunity to summarise and explain your choice of B-school and studies in your own words. For now,
though, the specific essay question you are looking at is your priority. Effective ways to improve your content
Use these simple MBA essay tips to improve your content: Stay original; Balance your professional and
personal details; Keep your dairy; Detail your working experiences clearly; Pay attention to your grammar,
words or terms, sentence construction, expression clarity. Tell us what you really think, not what you think the
admissions committee wants to hear. You may also have the opportunity to submit an "optional essay. So it is
not enough to say that you want to go to business school, rather you must explain why business school, and
even more importantly, why that particular school. To understand how Haas is different from Fuqua and Yale
SOM from Booth, you have to connect with the schools, including visiting, attending local events, webinars,
speaking to current and former students, etc. Need to better understand the different types of PE? Discuss how
you've matured, both personally and professionally. Find out when to use the optional essay. The first thing
that comes to mind might surprise you. We also want our candidates to have clear career goals. Iliana Bobova,
Head of Admissions Consulting at Advent Group explains: Profiling your uniqueness is very important
because MBA admissions teams aim to build a diverse MBA class in terms of academic and professional
background, culture, and experiences. Describe your work in concrete or specific examples. There are many
things to think about when crafting an essay for your MBA application, but I am going to keep it simple and
focus on three: 1. Be sure you understand the questions and that you answer the question that is asked. Essays
require time to gel. Maybe by consulting you really mean healthcare consulting. What are your strengths and
weaknesses? Seemingly straightforward questions require a great deal of introspection.


